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CONCEPTUAL BASE OF FEATURE SELECTION
1
CONSULTING SYSTEM
PAVEL P U D I L , JANA NOVOVIČOVÁ,

P E T R SOMOL AND RADEK VRŇATA

The paper briefly reviews recent advances in the methodology of feature selection (FS)
and the conceptual base of a consulting system for solving FS problems. The reasons for
designing a kind of expert or consulting system which would guide a less experienced user
are outlined. The paper also attempts to provide a guideline which approach to choose
with respect to the extent of a priori knowledge of the problem. The methods discussed
here form the core of the software package being developed for solving FS problem. Two
basic approaches are reviewed and the conditions under which they should be used are
specified. One approach involves the use of the computationally effective Floating search
methods. The alternative approach trades off the requirement for a priori information for
the requirement of sufficient data to represent the distributions involved. Owing to its
nature it is particularly suitable for cases when the underlying probability distributions
are not unimodal. The approach attempts to achieve simultaneous feature selection and
decision rule inference. According to the criterion adopted there are two variants allowing
the selection of features either for optimal representation or discrimination.
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Abundance of various methods for feature selection (FS) can be found in the litera
ture, however, for somebody in need of choosing the proper method for his particular
problem, it is rather difficult to do so. The optimal choice depends certainly on a
number of conditions, like the aim of dimensionality reduction (representation or dis
crimination), the original dimensionality of input data, the level of a priori knowledge
of underlying probability structures, the size of the training set, etc.
With the aim to ease the situation, we are currently developing a software package
for solving the FS problem. It will be equipped with a kind of expert or consulting
system which should guide a less experienced user through the methods included
into the package. With respect to the above named conditions, the user will arrive
to the particular method fitting best his knowledge of the problem at hand. Though
a number of currently available methods will be included, the core of the package
will be formed by the novel methods we have developed ourselves. These methods
1
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are briefly described in the sequel with references to particular papers describing the
methods in more detail. At the end of this paper a simplified example of the flow
chart of such a consulting system is presented.
2. FEATURE SELECTION PROBLEM IN PATTERN RECOGNITION
Following the statistical approach to pattern recognition, we assume that a pattern or
object described by a real L)-dimensional vector x = (#i, #2, • • • • # D ) T G A ' C 7ZD is
to be classified into one of a finite set of C different classes CI = {u>i, UJ2, • • •, ^c } • The
patterns are supposed to occur randomly according to some true class conditional
probability density functions (pdfs) p*(x\u>) and the respective apriori probabilities
P*(u), that is P*(UJ) are the "between-class" mixing proportions.
In the majority of practical cases, the dimensionality of the pattern descriptor
space can be rather high. It is the consequence of the fact that in the design phase it
is extremely difficult or practically impossible to evaluate directly the "usefulness"
of particular descriptors or input variables. In consequence, it is desirable and
important to include all the "reasonable" descriptors the designer can think of. The
reason is that no subsequent mathematical processing can add information missing
in the originally designed measurement set. The aim of feature selection is therefore
to find a subset of d features out of original D features, where d < D (if possible
d <C D), so as to maximize (or minimize) an adopted criterion.
Assuming that a suitable criterion function has been chosen to evaluate the effec
tiveness of feature subsets, feature selection is usually reduced to a search problem
that detects an optimal feature subset based on the selected measure. Despite undisputable progress, the existing search techniques are not yet completely satisfactory.
They either require monotonicity of the criterion function or they cope with nonmonotonicity and perform well for FS problems of moderate sizes, but this property
does not appear to extend properly to large scale problems [4].
Our own research and experience with feature selection (FS) has led us to the
conclusion that there exists no unique optimal approach to the problem. Some
approaches are more suitable under certain conditions, and different approaches are
more appropriate under other conditions. These conditions depend mainly on the
level of our knowledge of the problem, thus we can talk about "knowledge-based
subset selection". Hence we have attempted to extend the "batery" of available
tools by developing several new methods which are briefly introduced in next pages.
Each of them is suitable for different conditions as we have been trying to cover the
majority of situations which can be encountered in practice.
3. BASIC SITUATION WITH RESPECT TO PROBLEM KNOWLEDGE
There are perhaps two basic classes of situations with respect to apriori knowledge
of underlying probability density functions (pdfs):
1. Some apriori knowledge is available
(At least that pdfs are unimodal). In these cases the use of some probabilistic
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distance measures (like Mahalanobis, Bhattachaarya, etc.) maybe appropriate
as the evaluation criterion. As pointed out by Siedlecki and Sklansky [19] the
error rate is even better (provided it can be reasonably computed).
New Tool: For this type of situations we have developed a family of Floating
Search algorithms which yield close to optimal solution, are computationally effective (facilitating FS in high dimensional problems)
and do not require the fulfilment of monotonicity condition. In a
recent comparative study of currently available subset search strategies carried out by Zongker and Jain [20] were the Floating Search
algorithms evaluated as the most efficient ones.
2. No a priori knowledge is available
We cannot even assume that pdfs are unimodal (or suspect they are multimodal). The only source of available information is provided by the training
data. Feature selection in such a case becomes a very challenging problem.
The early solutions of this problem suffer from serious shortcomings (see [14]).
New Tool: For these situations we have developed two new approaches aimed
to cope reasonably in such circumstances, conceptually very different from those mentioned above. They are based on approximating
unknown conditional pdfs by finite mixtures of a special type.

4. FLOATING SEARCH METHODS
Various search strategies are used to find the subset of features optimizing an adopted
criterion, once this criterion has been chosen. They range from simple but popular
ones, like sequential forward (SFS) and sequential backward (SBS) selection, to more
sophisticated but computationally more difficult ones (e. g. generalized versions
GSFS(i), GSBS(i)). The so called nesting of feature subsets may rapidly result in
suboptimality of both the SFS and SBS algorithms. This can be partially overcome
by employing either the (/, r) or generalized (/, r) algorithms [3, 5] which involve
a successive feature set augmentation and depletion process. Consequently, the
resulting dimensionality in respective stages of both algorithms is fixed depending
on the prespecified values of / and r. Unfortunately, there is no theoretical way of
predicting the values of / and r so as to achieve the best feature set.
To counteract these problems we developed a family of search strategies based
on the principle of iterative search in both directions, but as opposed to the bidirectional search proposed in [19], exploiting a flexible level of repeated backtracking.
Instead of fixing the values of / and r, these values are allowed to "float", i.e.
to flexibly change so as to approximate the optimal solution as much as possible.
Consequently, the resulting dimensionality in respective intermediate stages of the
algorithm is not changing monotonously but is actually "floating" up and down. Because of this "floating" characteristics, the two methods have been named floating
search methods [10, 15, 16]. Although both of them switch between feature inclusion
and exclusion, they are based on two different algorithms according to the dominant
direction of the search:
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Sequential forward floating selection (SFFS)
— the search dominantly in the forward direction
Sequential backward floating selection (SBFS)
— the search dominantly in the backward direction
Unlike the (/, r) and generalized (/, r) algorithms in which factors such as the net
change in the size of the current feature set, and especially the amount of compu
tational time, are governed by the values of / and r, the SFFS and SBFS methods
are not restricted by these factors. By means of conditional "floating down and up"
both the methods are freely allowed to correct wrong decisions made in the previous
steps so as to approximate the optimal solution as much as possible.
A more detailed description of the algorithms is given in [10, 16]. Here we present
a simplified flow chart of the SFFS algorithm:
The results achieved so far on various sets of data demonstrate clearly a great po
tential of floating search strategies [16, 4, 20]. Floating search methods yielded in
almost all the cases better results than GSFS and GSBS algorithms (which in turn
gave better results than (/, r) algorithms).
The worst proved to be the Max-Min algorithm which is computationally ap
pealing but theoretically ill-founded, as we have proved [11, 12]. The subsets found
by Floating Search are practically identical with those found by a computationally
tedious "exhaustive" combinatorial search. Comparison with the Branch and Bound
method showed that Floating Search is much faster [16].
Generally, though of heuristic nature, Floating Search methods provide either
the optimal or a close to optimal solution, but also require much less computational
time than the Branch and Bound method and most other currently used suboptimal
strategies. The computational efficiency allows the use of floating search even for
Jarge scale FS problems. To test the different algorithms in a large search space
we also considered a document recognition problem. It involved discrimination be
tween correct and deflective records of banking documents consisting of 360 optical
measurements. The Floating Search methods outperformed in this problem the tra
ditional suboptimal search methods and also yielded better results than the genetic
algorithms, particularly for higher dimensions [4],
Moreover, as opposed to the branch and bound method, the floating search meth
ods are also tolerant to deviations from monotonic behaviour of the feature selection
criterion function. It makes them particularly suited in conjunction with nonmono
tonic FS criterion like the error rate of the classifier which according to a number of
researchers seem to be the only legitimate criterion for feature subset evaluation.

5. FEATURE SELECTION BY MODIFIED NORMAL MIXTURES
Now we shall address the feature selection problem arising when we have no in
formation concerning the underlying class pdfs which occurs in a number of real
situations. In this section we present the modified mixtures approach to feature
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selection developed in [17].
To summarized, our proposal for FS has the following features:
1. the classes are modelled as modified mixtures of normal distributions with latent structure;
2. no search procedure is required for identification of the most important feature
variables and thus for facilitation of the dimensionality reduction;
3. reduces also the complexity of the corresponding Bayes decision making.
As far as the FS problem is concerned, there are two different methods with
respect to the criterion employed. Though both methods exploit a common basic
mixture model, the way of selecting features is different. The same holds for their
purpose and optimal applicability. It is not possible to present in this paper a
detailed formalized description of the approach, the reader is referred to respective
original sources. However, we attempt to provide at least an outline of the common
statistical model used for both the methods and then the respective methods of FS.
5.1. Modified normal mixture model with latent structure
The approach to feature selection taken here is to model the class pdfs by modified
normal mixture model introduced first in [13]. We divide each class CJ, U G ft into
Mu artifical subclasses, i.e. Mw denotes the total number of different components
in the cjth class mixture pdf. Let pm(x|c<;) denotes the multivariate pdf of the rath
component in the mixture for class u;, and let am denote the proportion of subclass
m in class u. The "within-class" mixing proportions am are nonnegative and satisfy
the equations X^m=i am = 1, ^ G ft. In our approach to FS the u>th pdf p*(x|u>),
UJ G ft, is approximated by a mixture pdf denoted by p(x\u>), that is
P(X\U>) = £

<Pm(*\u>),=

m=l

Y. <ff0(x|ff 0 )Sf(x|C.«0,*),

*eX.

(1)

m=l

The function go is a nonzero "background" density common to all classes and functions g(x\0m} 9o, <£) include structural parameters <f>{\

g0(x\ 0) = П/.(*.IM.
t=l

O = { OІ}?=Í,

9(xK, 0,Ф) = Д
t=l

M*ІШ
fi(xi\90i)

Фi

(2)

C = {C.}?=i, *. = {0,1}, Ф = Ш?=i

The univariate function / is assumed to be from a family of univariate normal den
sities {f(£\0) = /(f|/i,<7), £ G 7£, \x G 7£,cr2 G (0,cx))}, with the mean // and the
variance a1.
Our model is based on the idea to posit a common "background" normal density
for all classes and to express each class pdf as a mixture of a product of this "background" density with a class-specific function defined on a subspace of the feature
vector space. This subspace is chosen by means of the parameters <f>i and the same
subspace of X for each component density is used in all classes. Any specific univariate function fi(^i\0mi) is substituted by the respective "background" density
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fi(xi\0oi) whenever <j>i is zero. In this way the binary parameters <j>i can be looked
upon as control variables due to the fact that the structure of the mixture (1) can
be controlled by means of that parameters.
For any choice of <j>i the finite mixture (1) can be rewritten by using (2) as
Mw

P(XK/,»O,*)

D

- J2 <^^^l^)] (1 ^ t) [/^(^1C l •,)] 0 ^
m=l

(3)

t= l

^

__ r

a

— lamJm=l>

w l AIu,

nw _

f w

v

\Pm5Jm=l-

~

|MW

Setting some fc = 1, we replace the function fi(xi\6oi) in the product in (3) by
fi(xi\6mi) and introduce a new independent parameter 6mi in the mixture (3). The
actual number of involved parameters can be specified by the condition J2i=i & = 7>
1 < 7 < DThe parameter sets 0^,0^,00,$ are unknown and can be estimated from the training
sets. Suppose that the o;th training set is X.w and \XW\ is the number of training
data from the cjth class. Then the log-likelihood function for the data is
L(a,0,0o,*)=

E ^ T T E -ogp(x|a^^0o,*),
wen l^^ 1 xex w

(4)

a = {aw}a;Gn, 9 = {9u)}u>en.
The expectation-maximization (EM) iterative algorithm can be used to fit mixtures
by maximum-likelihood. For given $ the EM algorithm steps are
p(m\x,u))

=

Prob(x G rath subclass of class o;|x,o;)

<g(x|flmA,<E)

(5)

ESi^w^r^o,*)'
d

™
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|Aw|
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£

P(m|x,w),

x£X„

£d

m

=l

(6)

m=l

^ K m | x , w ) , (o- m .) 2 = ,

,

£

(x.-/i m i .) 2 p(m|x,w) (7)

£ <Am4-, (^Oe)2 = £ P(U>) £ < [ ( C ) 2 + (/imi " M * ] • (8)
m=i

wen

m=l

5.2. Feature selection for best approximation
Two methods have been derived depending on different criteria for features evaluation [8, 17]. The first method selects a feature subset Xd by choosing $ j (i. e. parameter vector $ restricted to have just d components equal to 1 and D — d components
equal to 0) such that the best approximation is obtained. In the "approximation"
method [9, 17] for FS the criterion we use for measuring the error resulting from
approximating the true pdf p*(x|u;) by p(x\aw,0w,9o,$)
for all u E £2 is a mixture,
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in the true proportions -P(u>i), • • •, P(uc), of the Kullback-Leibler distances between
the true and the postulated class densities of x.
The "approximation" method has the following interesting characteristics:
1. owing to the convenient form of the postulated model the "contribution" Q(<&)
of a feature subset to the chosen criterion is the sum of individual contributions
Q* ~ X^enzCm=i P(u)®ml°&(d" V > which can be assessed independently for
>

mi'

each feature: Q(t>) = ]C,=-i <t>iQi (formulas for contributions Qi can be found
in [9, 17])
2. only the operation of ranking of individual feature contributions is therefore
required (without any search procedure) in order to obtain a required subset
of d features.
Though the "approximation method" yielded very good results in many problems
ranging from image analysis to classification, we should be aware of the fact that the
features are selected with respect to their "approximation" or "representation" quality, which may not in particular cases coincide with their "discriminative" quality.
Consequently, the method is particularly convenient for the problems of multivariate
data representation in a lower-dimensional space or pattern interpretation. Is is also
applicable to multiclass problems. For the cases when the discrimination between
classes is the primary goal, the following "divergence" method has been developed.
5.3. F e a t u r e selection for discrimination
In order to select those features that are most useful in describing differences between
two possible classes, we have developed another method [8, 9] for feature selection.
Similarly to the "approximation" method it utilizes the same general model for
approximating unknown class conditional pdfs by finite mixtures of parametrized
densities (1). However, in this case the Kullback's J-divergence (see e.g. [2]) between two classes defined in terms of a posteriori probabilities (or equivalently the
Kullback-Leibler measures of discriminatory information between two classes mixed
in the proportions in which the classes truly occur) is used as the appropriate evaluation criterion. The goal of the method is to maximize the divergence discrimination,
hence the name of "divergence" method.
The proposed approach is especially suitable for multimodal data and is restricted
at the moment to two classes. The two interesting characteristics specified above for
the approximation method hold for the divergence method too [8].
5.4. Properties of approximation and divergence m e t h o d s
An important characteristic of our approach is that it effectively partitions the set
X of all D features into two disjunct subsets Xd and X — Xd, where the joint distribution of the features from X — Xd is common to all the classes and constitutes the
background distribution, as opposed to the features forming Xd, which are significant
for discriminating the classes. The joint distribution of these features constitutes
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the "specific" distribution defined in (2). According to these features alone, a new
pattern x is classified into one of C classes.
For those interested in clasification problems it may be of interest that our ap
proach is not only a classification procedure but also a data reduction tool. The
modified mixture (3) reduces also the computational complexity of the correspond
ing Bayes decision rule. We can represent multiclass data by d features, where d < D
if <j>i = 1 for i — 1, • • -d. Given the approximations p(x\aWy 9^, 0n> $d) it can be eas
ily seen that the background pdf #0 may be reduced in the inequality in the Bayes
decision rule. Thus we may classify the observation of x according to the sample
Bayes decision rule applied in a lower-dimensional subspace corresponding to the
selected subset :
decide that x is from class u)} if
мw

d

->«) £ <' kП
/«(*ÙІCJ = . max
=l
m=l

M„

d

Л

m=l

k=l

)

Start
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6. P R O T O T Y P E OF FS CONSULTING SYSTEM
Though it is certainly too premature to claim the real development of a knowledge guided approach to FS, the presented methods can serve as a starting point to
achieve such an ambitious goal. To implement it, we are developing an integrated
environment which would incorporate a whole family of methods together with a
sort of expert or consulting system. It should guide a user according to the degree
of available knowledge to the semi-automatic choice of the most suitable method.
A simplified flow chart of the "prototype" Feature Selection Consulting System is
presented in the next page. Obviously, there are some research issues yet to be pursued, like a possible combination of genetic algorithms and floating search or future
developments of approximation approach taking into account certain peculiarities
which may occur in practice etc.
A software package integrating the described methods (plus other methods currently used) and the FS Consulting System is being developed for both MS Windows
and Unix platforms.
(Received December 18, 1997.)
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